
Sir, 

The author has observed many problems with regard to
sample size used in research projects of postgraduate
students (clinical disciplines), a pre-requisite for post-
graduation. The usual study tenure for such research
projects is six months in majority or up to a year in few.
Many statistical formulae are in vogue to calculate
minimum significant sample size required to find
outcome of interest/change in response to intervention.
These formulae are an appropriate method of computing
sample size considering power of study, confidence
interval, level of significance etc. into the account. These
formulae differ as to the type of study being planned and
outcome of interest (qualitative / quanti-tative).1

These formulae use values of outcome of interest from
previously published studies to compute sample size.
This step can be maneuvered by the researchers to get
the desired sample size. For example, sample size for a
randomised controlled trial, with 5% significance level
(80% power of the study) and putting values of outcome
of interest 30% in one group and 10% in other (from
published data), the sample size will be 60 in each
group.2 However, if the values of outcome of interest for
two groups are 18.5% to 17%,3 respectively, the sample
size would be 9,778 in each group. It means larger the
effect size or difference between the groups, smaller the
sample size is required to detect and vice versa. It
depends upon the researchers, which study they are
referring to for sample size calculation. 

The author has observed various sample sizes such as
90 choledochal cysts in 6 months, 200 colostomies for
anorectal malformation in 6 months, 500 laparoscopic
appendicectomies in 1 year, and so on. It is quite obvious
that this sample size cannot be recruited in a single unit
within these timeframes. But unfortunately, research
projects with similar sample size and study duration get
approved and even thesis/dissertations based on these
sample size/duration get through formal scrutiny. This
creates various doubts about integrity of research and
scientific evidence these studies would produce. Many
projects are based on diseases, which are quite rare in
occurrence. Thus researchers may not be able to
complete the research within stipulated time period.
Moreover, sample size formulae do not consider study

duration, while calculating sample size. In these instances,
possibility of fabrication or falsification of data may not
really be ruled out. 

To circumvent these problems, the author suggests some
alternative ways of dealing with sample size calculation:

A. Literature-based sample size: The recent literature
can be reviewed on the relevant patient population/
outcome of interest and an average sample size and
average study tenure of 5-10 most recent studies can
be calculated and may be used as sample size for
the desired study tenure. This will give an exact idea of
number of patients related to a particular disease/
outcome with respect to study duration. However, the
author can also selectively choose 5 or 10 small studies
and take the average of those samples which ultimately
will also be small. Moreover, any study with very large
sample size can skew the average in upper side;
and opposite can happen with smaller size studies.
Lastly, this method of taking averages might not be
scientifically justified as well, when writing research
paper on a later stage; although selecting studies with
effect size of one's choice for sample size collection, is
itself a question on scientific value of sample size
collection formulae.   

B. Multi-centric studies: The projects involving rare
disorders can be performed by recruiting patients from
multi-centres catering similar population. This will also
increase its authenticity; but involves getting approval
from multiple institutional review boards and requires
extra logistics for data collection. 

C. Pilot projects: The students may be allowed to
conduct study with small sample size for requirement of
postgraduation. But, this would not produce meaningful
data and evidence.   

D. Interim analysis: The study should continue to recruit
participants until the desired sample size is achieved.
However, the postgraduate student may be allowed to
present interim analysis for the purpose of exit
examination. The duration of interim analysis may be
debated. The researcher will complete the research
afterwards and supervisor may be appointed as
custodian of the research project for its completion. The
study is only allowed to publish after it gets a completion
certificate from the supervisor/institution. A true data in
interim analysis is far better than a complete study with
falsified/fabricated data.      

These are the few suggested ways that may help the
postgraduate students in research as requirement for
the award of postgradation degrees.  
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